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0. Introduction. A number of researchers in Salishan languages have discussed relative clause
constructions. In the Coast branch of the family Hukari (1977) and Gerdts (1982) give detailed
descriptions of Halkomelem constructions that translate into English as relative clauses. Hukari (1977)
also discusses relative clauses in Lushootseed and compares them to similar structures in Halkomelem.
But Hess and Hilbert (1980b) claim that there are no relative clauses in Lushootseed. Jelinek (1987)
discusses "headless" relatives in the Lummi dialect of North Straits. In that analysis every word that is
preceded by a determiner is a relative clause. In the Interior branch, Thompson and Thompson (to
appear) state that "it seems impossible to identify a particular Thompson [River Salish] structure that
would meaningfully be designated a relative clause." In the Bella Coola branch of Salishan Davis and
Saunders (1987) explicitly argue that relative clauses do not exist in that language. All of these studies
look at very similar, probably cognate structures. Some see relative clauses and some do not. My
purpose in this paper is to give a descriptive sketch of the various structures the Saanich dialect of
North Straits Salish has to express attribution and to look at structures similar to those designated
relative clauses in other Salishan languages from a cross-linguistic and pan-Salishan point of view. I
show that there are relative clauses in Saanich but that the evidence I give for Saanich is not to be
found in some other Salishan languages.

1. Relative clauses cross-linguistically. Part of the problem in finding relative clauses in Salishan
languages is finding a language-independent definition of the construction. For the purposes of this
paper I take Keenan and Comrie's (1977) and Keenan's (1985) cross-linguistic characterization of
relative clauses as definitive.' Thus this paper will not absolutely determine whether or not Saanich has
relative clauses but determine only whether or not Saanich has a structure that fits Keenan and
Comrie's characterization.

A (restrictive) relative clause minimally has a head and a restricting clause. The restricting clause is
a subject-predicate structure having a form more or less like that of a main clause and functions to
restrict the reference of the domain specified by the head. So for example, in the man that I saw the
head mail is a domain whose reference is restricted by the more or less sentence-like I saw.

Cross-linguistically a determiner and a relative connector are two elements other than a head and
restricting clause that may be present. In the example given the is the determiner and that is the
connector. Many languages do not have the determiner, and the connector may take the form of an
invariant particle (that in the example), a relative pronoun (who in place of that in the example), or it
may be entirely absent (the man I saw).

Languages differ with respect to the order of the determiner, head, and restricting clause. There are
a very few languages where the head is internal to the restricting clause. Keenan (1985) does not
distinguish between "internal headed" and "headless" relative clauses.

Languages with external heads must have some way of indicating the grammatical function of the
head within the restricting clause. Languages may have case-marked relative pronouns to do this
though they are not common outside of European languages, and some languages have "resumptive

'I realize that this characterization is problematic particularly in that it largely ignores the discourse
function of structures that have been called relative clauses. Davis (ms.) in particular dissects Keenan's
definition and concludes that there is "no coherent syntactic characterization of relative clauses" but that
several semantic and pragmatic factors such as topic are basic to the notion of relative clauses.
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pronouns", anaphors of the head, internal to the restricting clause. A cross-linguistically common way
of indicating the function of the head in the restricting clause is by means of what has been called
"gapping", "extraction", or "incomplete valence". In the man that I saw, for example, we know that the
head is the direct object of the restricting clause because the valence of the transitive verb saw is
incomplete; there is a gap in the direct object position of the restricting clause.

Apparently all languages have some way of producing clausal attribution.2 But not all languages can
be said to have relative clauses. A key diagnostic feature of a true relative clause is that it be a unique
construction. That is, if we are to say that a language has a relative clause construction, that
construction must be used exclusively for that function. Keenan (1985:166) notes that a number of
Australian languages do not have true relative clauses3 but have the functional equivalent in a general
subordinate clause construction. It is this feature of relative clauses, their status as a unique structure
in the language, that will be of particular interest in this paper. It is this feature that Hess and Hilbert
(1980), Davis and Saunders (1987), and Thompson and Thompson (to appear) find lacking in the
attributive constructions they have found in their languages.

2. Attribution In Saanich. There are at least four ways attribution can be expressed in Saanich: in
simple predicates, complex predicates, genitive constructions, and clausal attributives. It is the latter
that stands as the major candidate for the designation "relative clause", but before I describe these it
will be useful to demonstrate basic Saanich clause structure by describing the other three constructions
first.

2.1. Simple predicates. To assert a simple attribute the simple predicate construction is used:

(1) baq tsa sway'qa?.
big DEM male
'The man is big.'

Saanich is always predicate initial, so this is a simple intransitive sentence identical in structure to 2.

(2) ye? tsa sway'qa?.
go DEM male
'The man went.'

Any word (excluding some determiners, prepositions, and a few other particles) may be predicative
and apparently any word may be preceded by a determiner to function as a coreferential adjunct to a
predicate. Thus sway'qa? in 3 is the verb.

(3) sway'qa? tsa laq.
male DEM big
'The big one is a man.'

2Jelinek (1987) notes that there are some languages (Seneca) that have no subordination at all and
therefore cannot be said to have any kind of clausal attribution.

3Though Hale 1976 refers to these as "adjoined relative clauses."

,Many of the examples given here come from natural continuous text and native speaker conversation, but
many, obviously, are artificially elicited. I have found all of the structures discussed here to occur in natural
text, and I have double checked native speakers' judgements of unacceptability. I use elicited examples
rather than examples from texts only as an aid to illustration and comparison.
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Adjuncts coreferential with the pronominal arguments to a predicate are preceded by a demonstrative
determiner here labeled DEM 5. Third person has overt marking only in posessives, in the subject of
certain subordinate clauses, and in the subject of main clause transitives. So bq9, ye?, and sway'qa? in
1, 2, and 3, respectively, are zero marked for third person subjet.

First and second person subjects are indicated by second position clitics:

(4) aqvsan
big9lsuas
'I'm big.'

(5) Zaq.sx"
bigv2suu
'You're big.'

(6) swafqavsan
male lsuiu
'I'm a man.'

2.2. Complex predicates. A second way attribution is expressed in Saanich is in complex predicate
constructions. Complex predicates are composed of two or more words juxtaposed to form a
construction that functions as a simple predicate:

(7) caq swafqga?.

big male
'He's a big man.'

The first and second person subjects always follow the first of these; they are invariably second position
clitics:

(8) caqsan swayqa?.
bigvisuBu male
'1'm a big man.'

(9) ceq sx" sway'qa?.
big 2suo male
'You're a big man.'

Otherwise a complex predicate functions as a unit. An adjunct coreferential with the zero marked third
person subject can be placed after the complex predicate just as in the simple predicate constructions
1-3:

(10) Caq swayqa? tsa si?6m'.
big male DEM boss
'The boss is a big man.'

And if preceded by a determiner, it can function as an adjunct coreferential with a third person
argument:

SSee Montler 1986 for a description of these determiners.
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(11) si?6m' tsa caq swoy'qa?. 4
boss DEM big male
'The big man is boss.'

This construction is identical to what Thompson 1979 has called the auxilliary constructions which occur
in several Salishan languages. 12-14 are examples of non-attributive complex predicates in Saanich.

(12) ?an?e hiw'al.
come join in
'He came to join in. / He came and joined in.'

(13) ?an?evsan hiw'al.
come 1suu join in
'I came to join in. / I came and joined in.'

(14) ye?vsan kwawyak'".
go.lsuBs fishing
'1 went/am going fishing.'

There is a small subclass of predicates denoting qualities that may not occur as the second of a pair
in some complex predicates.'

(15) *swayqa? caq.

(16) *siem' tsa sway'qa? caq.

There is no obvious semantic or pragmatic reason why 15 and 16 would not be acceptable with 15
having a reading like 'male big one' (cf. example 3). The word sway'qa? may be occur first in this
construction:

(17) sway'qa? smayaO.
male deer
'It's a buck.'

(18) ye? tsa sway'qa? smaya9.
go DEM male deer
'The buck went.'

(19) sway'qa? sleni?.
male female
'She's a mannish woman.'

(20) s4eni? sway'qa?.
'He's a womanish man.'

'There are some words that caq may follow in complex peredicates. These include the person predicates
?asa 'I am', naka 'you are', and nil 'he/she/it is'.

Jelinek 1988 details the syntax and semantics of another subclass of predicates in the Samish dialect of
North Straits. Much more needs to be done in discovering and describing various subcategories of
predicates in Salishan languages. For example, ?ay' isa baq 'the big one is good' and ye? tsa ?ay' 'the good
one went' are acceptable but not *eaq Isa ?ay'.
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(21) si?gym' tsa swayqa? sieni?.

boss DEM male female
'The mannish woman is the boss.'

In all of examples of complex predicates thus far (7-21) it is the attributing word that comes first.
Some words (such as bq) are inherently attributive and must come first, but others, when they are
paired with a word that is equally likely to be attributive, have an attributive or non-attributive
interpretation depending on whether or not they are in initial or non-initial position. There is yet
another class of words, and these are always attributive in complex predicates whether or not they
come first:

(22) ha?aqw tsa sq'"aq'"i? smaya9.
stink DEM dead deer
'The dead deer stinks.'

(23) ha?aqw tsa smaya9 sq'waq'"i?.
'The dead deer stinks.'

The predicate sqaqi? is attributive whether it precedes or follows smayaO. I have not been able to
find any difference in meaning between 22 and 23. It is constructions such as that in 23 that are
potentially relative clauses. I will return to these in section 2.4.

2.3. Genitive constructions. There are three types of genitive attributives. One of these types occurs
only in adjuncts; a second has the form of a simple predicate with an oblique adjunct; and a third has
the form of a complex predicate.

The possessive person markers are affixes on the possessed term which forms the head of the
construction. First person singular and second person are prefixes; first plural and third person are
suffixes. These are summarized in 24 and illustrated in 25.

(24) Sg. Pl.
1 na- -Ita
2 ?an'-
3 -s

(25) na-ten 'It's my mother'
ten-Ita 'It's our mother'
?an'-ten 'It's your mother'
ten-s 'It's his/her/its mother'

2.3.1. In the first, most common type of genitive attributive the posessed term is the head of a special
genitive construction within an adjunct:

(26) tarsat tsa men-s tso swiw'las.
dancing DEM father-3POS DEM young man
'The young man's father was dancing.'

The adjunct Isa means tsa swiWlas must form a constituent in itself with mens as the head and swiWlas
as its adjunct since this sentence is intransitive and reversing the order of these two adjuncts is
unacceptable:
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(27) *tarsat tso swiwlas tsa men-s.

The embedded head-adjunct construction looks like a simple predicate construction, but as an
independent predicate it would have quite a different meaning (which is slightly bizarre since swiWlas
is often translated 'boy' and actually means 'unmarried young man'):

(28) men-s tse swiAtas.
father-3Pos DEM young man
'The young man is his father.'

Without the possessive suffix, the two adjuncts in 26 could only be interpreted as independent, but two
independent adjuncts occur only in transitive sentences. The main verb of 26 is intransitive, therefore
29, which differs from 26 only in lacking the possessive suffix, is unacceptabe:

(29) *tafsat tse men tso swiWlas.

The adjunct in 26 has a structure that is used only in forming genitive attributives. Therefore the
adjunct in 26 represents a unique genitive construction.

This genitive occurs only in intransitive sentences coreferential with the subject (example 26) and in
transitive sentences with a first or second person subject where it is coreferential with the object
(example 30):

(30) kan-nax",san tso men-s tsa swiw'las.
see-rnANS.lSUM DEM father-3Pos DEM young man
'I saw the young man's father.'

If the main verb is transitive with a third peson subject, the two adjuncts are interpreted as separate
with one coreferential with the subject and the other with the object:

(31) k'"an-at-as tsa men-s tsa gana?
see-TRANs-3suai DEM father-3POS DEM Offspring
'The son looked at his father.'

(32) k'"an-at-as tso ijana?-s tso men
see-RANs-3SUaJ DEM offspring-3Pos DEM father
'The father looked at his son.'

When one of the adjuncts has a possessive affix and the other does not, the possessed form is always
interpreted as object regardless of word order. 33 has the same meaning as 31:

(33) k'"an-at-as tso gana? tsao men-s.
see-nTANS-3sUBi DEM offspring-3Pos DEM father-3Pos
'The son looked at his father.'

When both are possessive, the sentence is ambiguous:

(34) k'"an-at-as tsao gana?-s tsa men-s.
see-TRANs-3suBJ DEM offspring-3Pos DEM father-3Pos
'His son looked at his father. / His father looked at his son.'
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23.2. The second type of genitive construction can usually replace the form described in 2.3.1, but it is
not a structure used uniquely as a genitive attributive. This construction has the form of a simple
predicate with an oblique adjunct. Example 26 has the same meaning as 35:

(35) tarsat tsa men ?o k' swiw'las.
dancing DEM father oBL DEM young man
'The young man's father was dancing.'

The simple predicate sentence in 36 has the same semantics as the adjunct in 35:

(36) men ?a k' swiw'las.
father oBL DEM young man
'It's the young man's father (It's the father of the young man).'

This construction may not be corefential with the object in a transitive sentence with a first or second
person subject:

(37) *k'"annax" san tsa men ?a k' swiw'las.

The head of this construction may occur with or without the possessive affix with no apparent change
in meaning. Example 38 is equivalent to 35:

(38) tarsat tsa men-s ?a k' swiv'las.
dancing DEM father-Ipos OB DEM young man
'The young man's father was dancing.'

2.3.3. 1 digress a bit in discussing the third way of expressing genitive attribution. I include it for the
sake of completeness and because it's interesting in its own right.

In this construction it is the possessor, not the possessed, that is morphologically marked. A special
prefix, trx- 'belonging to'7, is affixed to the possessor:

(39) tx"-tipat sweat.
belonging to-David reefnet
'It's David's reefnet.'

I have little data on this construction. It has been recorded only in main predicate constructions like
this and never as an adjunct. I have found it only recently in natural texts of the oldest speakers; it has
never been offered in direct elicitation. If the meaning of 39 were directly elicited, the response would
be:

(40) sweat ?a k' tipat.
reefnet OBL DEM David
'It's David's reefnet.'

This construction is one of a number of incorporating forms that I have found only in natural texts.
One of the functions (perhaps the only function) of incorporation in Saanich is to provide contrasting
focus, which can only be found in context. The incorporated form, 39, allows the possessor to be put

This prefix is both distributionally and semantically distinct from two other prefixes having a similar form:
u"a- 'mutative' and u"- 'buy'.
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into initial, focusing position. The periphrastic form, 40, is neutral or tending to focus on the possessed.
The contrast between 39 and 40 can be brought out in English by putting heavy stress on David's in 39.
This focusing function can best be seen in exchanges such as the following, which occurred between two
native speakers:

(41) txsen sweat? 'Whose reefnet was it?'
tx"-helis)eleya? tsa le?a. 'The one there was Harry Sxeleya?'s.'
belong to-Harry S. DEM there

2.4. Clausal attributives. The construction that most looks like and most often translates as a relative
clause in Saanich has a determiner followed by the head followed by the attributing clause; there is no
relative pronoun or other connecting particle. The construction (shown bracketed in 42 and 43) fits all
of Keenan's (1985) functional criteria:

(42) k''an-nax"vsan [tsa swa'qa? k'ik'aw'J.
see-m.slsuBJ DEM male escaping
'I saw the man who was getting away.'

(43) k'"an-nax".san [tsa swayqa? q'ap-aq ?a tsa sca4J.
see-TRANsjsUB DEM male chop-MDL OBL DEM firewood
'I saw the man who was chopping firewood.'

Unlike the Australian languages mentioned by Keenan, this is .not a general subordinating construction.
These two sentences contrast with 44 and 45:

(44) kan-nax"vsan tso swayqa? kwa s-k'ik'aw'-s.
see-TRANsIsUBJ DEM male sue s-escaping-3ros
'I saw the man (when he was) getting away.'

(45) k'"an-nax",san tso swa'qa? kwa s-q'p-aT-s ?a tsa scai.
see-mRNsslSURD DEM male sua s-chop-MDL-3ros ORL DEtM firewood
'I saw the man (while he was) chopping firewood.'

The particle k"'a introduces certain subordinate clauses. When the subject of the subordinate k"a
clause is indicated with the possessive affixes (some words also require the s- prefix), the interpretation
is indicative. When the subject of the k"' clause is indicated with one of the special subordinate clause
subject suffixes, the interpretation is hypothetical as in 46:

(46) k'"an-nax".san tso swayqa? k"a k'ik'aw'-as.
see-TRANsvlsua DEM male SUB escaping-3sutu
'I'll see the man if he's getting away.'

The problem with attributives like those in 42 and 43 is not that they are like other subordinate
clauses but that they are identical to main clauses. There is no structural difference between 42-43 and
47-48:

(47) k'"an-nax",san tse swayqa?. k'ik'aw'.
see-TRANs1sUBJ DEM male escaping
'I saw the man. He's getting away.'
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(48) k'an-nax"vsan tsa swayqa?. q'ap-ai ?a tsa sla4.

see-TANsjlsua DEM male chop-MDL OBL DEM firewood
'I saw the man. He's chopping firewood.'

It is on this basis that Hess and Hilbert (1980:124) demonstrate with examples like these that there is
no independent relative clause construction in Lushootseed. There is never any difference (other than
intonational) between head-initial attributive constructions and juxtaposed independent sentences.

There is an important difference between Lushootseed and Saanich. In Lushootseed a third person
subject is overtly marked only in subordinate clauses (with the -s possessive suffix) and in dependent
clauses (with the -as third person hypothetical). In main clauses third person subject as well as the
object is always zero (Hess and Hilbert 1980:38). In Saanich, however, there is an overt marker of
third person subject in transitive forms (as well as the subordinate -s possessive and -as hypothetical
illustrated in 44 and 46).' In 49 the third person transitive subject (ergative) is marked with the -as
suffix; the third person object is always zero.

(49) t'am'-at-as.
hit-TRANS-3suiu
'He hit it.'

The attributive constructions in 42 and 43 are intransitve and have no overt marking. It is only
transitive constructions that show the restricting clauses in Saanich to be truly dependent:

(50) ?aw');i-t~san [ksa swayqa? t'am'-at].
AsP know-mANs ISU J DEM male hit-RANs
'I know the man who hit it.'

The attributing predicate in the bracketed construction in 50 cannot be interpreted as independent
because its valence is incomplete. If it were an independent sentence with a third person subject it
would have to have the ergative -as suffix. eam'at can indeed stand on its own as a sentence but only
with an imperative interpretation: 'hit it!'

The dependence of the attributing predicate is even more evident when the object of the restricting
clause is first or second person. In order to show this it will be necessary to describe briefly Saanich
object marking. 51 summarizes the object suffixes for the -at transitivizer' and 52 illustrates them.

(51) Sg. Pl.
1 -s -afxw
2 -sa
3 0

(52a) k' n-a-sa san 'I looked at you.'
see-TRANs-20mJsua

'In main clauses predicates in Saanich the third person object and third person intransitive subject are zero
marked. A single adjunct following an intransitive predicate is coreferential with the subject and following
a transitive predicate is coreferential with the object. Saanich thus displays an ergative-absolutive pattern
in the third person of main clauses. Elsewhere, in first and second person and in subordinate clauses, the
pattern is nominative-accusative.

'There are several transitivizing suffixes in Saanich including -at - -t - -a -- 'control transitive' and -nax"
- -nax" - -n 'non-control transitive'. The form of the 'control transitive' object paradigm given in 50 is
slightly different from the others. See Montler 1986 for details.
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(52b) k"an-a-s.sx" 'You looked at me.'

see-m s-low 2suaj

(52c) k'"an-at-afxw.sx" 'You looked at us.'
see-trans-lrLow 2suw

(52d) kn-at.sxw 'You looked at him.'
see-trans-,2suBj

A regular phonological process deletes the /t/ of the transitivizer before the /s/ of the first or second
person object. Another general process reduces a pair of contiguous schwas to one. This latter
process produces a potentially ambiguous surface form with a high functional load when the third
person subject suffix is attached to a stem with a first person singular or second person object:

(53a) //k'"an-at-s-as// -+ k"nasas
see-mNs-IoaJ-3suBJ

(53b) //k" an-at-sa-as// -+ k'anasas
see-TANs-2oBJ-3suBJ

This ambiguity is invariably resolved in favor of the more highly salient first person. That is, k'"anasas
has only the reading 'he looked at me'.Ul In order to say 'he looked at you' one must resort to the
passive:

(54) k'"an-at-au.sx"
see-TRms-rAsv 2suBu
'He looked at you (you were looked at).'

Returning to the attributive clauses, it was seen in 50 that when the head of the construction is
coreferential with the (third person) subject, the restricting clause has incomplete valence. That is the
third person subject marker is absent; there is a gap where we would expect the subject marker to be.
In 55 the object of the restricting clause is first person, and in 56 it is second person. The third person
subject is gapped, therefore no ambiguity can arise. There is no need here to switch to the passive
when the subject is third and the object second person.

(55) ?aw? )t6i-t san [k'sa sway'qa? t'am'-a-s].
AsP know-nANS lssuw DEM male hit-mANS-loa
'I know the man who hit me.'

(56) ?aw' xi-t,.san [kwsa sway'qa? t'6m'-a-sal.
Asp know-mANs 1SUBJ DEM male hit-TANs-2oeJ
'I know the man who hit you.'

(57) ?av/ tgi-t..san kwsa swayqa? ka s-t'am'-a-sa-s
Asp know-mANs Isuei DEM male sue s-hit-mANS-20eJ-3ros
'I know the man hit you.'

'I have recorded such a form once in context with a second person object reading but I have not been able
to reelicit it. Note that k'anatarx as, where there is no possibility of ambiguity, is perfectly acceptable.
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(58) ?aw' 4i-tvsan kwsa swayqa? kwa s-t'am'-a-s-s
ASP know-RANSjIsua DEM male sum s-hit-RANs-lowj-3pos
'I know the man hit me.'

The restricting clause forms a constituent with a following oblique (59) or a non-oblique (60) adunct:

(59) ?aw' 4i-tsan kse sway'qa? tfm'-a-sa ?a k"sa sienat.
ASP know-RANs lsuwj DEM male hit-mANs-2oai OBL DEM rock
'I know the man who hit you with a rock.'

(60) ?aw' xci-tsan k"sa swayga? t'am'-at ksa pus.
ASP know-TANs ISUB DEM male hit-TANS DEM cat
'I know the man who hit the cat.'

Oblique adjunts may come before or after a non-oblique. 61 and 62 are equally acceptable:

(61) t'am'-atsan ksa pus ?a k"sa sgenat.
hit-RANS 1SUFIJ DEM cat OBL DEM rock
'I hit the cat with a rock.'

(62) t'am'-atsan ?a k"sa sienat kwsa pus.
'I hit the cat with a rock.'

But 63, based on 59 with the oblique object of the restricting clause moved out, is unacceptable:

(63) *?aw' gci-tvsan ?a kwsa stenat ksa swaeqa? t'6m'-a-sa.

The construction illustrated in 42, 43, 50, 55, and 56 is uniquely used for clausal attribution. It
contrasts with other subordinate clause constructions like 44, 45, 57, and 58. It has the word order
determiner-head-restricting clause which is head initial as are main clauses and forms a constituent with
oblique and non-oblique adjuncts as do main clauses. The syntactic function of the head in the
restricting clause is indicated by a gap. These are clearly relative clauses.

Given that there are relative clauses in Saanich, the question arises as to what syntactic functions in
the restricting clause can be relativized. I have thus far given only examples where the head is
coreferential with the subject of the restricting clause. This is only because it is the absence of the third
person subject that demonstrates the dependence of the restricting clause. Object headed relative
clauses like subject headed intransitive relative clauses do not reveal a gap because both objects and
intransitive subjects are zero. Object headed relative clauses do show dependence in the use of special
subordinate subject suffixes, which are summarized in 64.

(64) Sg. Pl.
1 -an -4ta
2 -ax"
3 -as

Examples 65 and 66 are parallel to 55 and 56 but in these the head is the direct object of the
restricting clause. 67 shows the third person transitive subject.

(65) ?aw' ,ii-tvsan Ik's sway'qa? t'am'-at-anJ.
ASP know-RANS IsuBJ DEM male hit-RANs-Isumi
'I know the man who I hit.'
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(66) ?aw' ii-tvsan [kws9 swayqa? t'6m'-at-ax"].

AsP know-mRs 1SUai DEM male hit-RmNs-2suw
'I know the man who you hit.'

(67) ?aw ;ci-tsan [kwsa swayqa? t'm'-at-as].
AsP know-TRANs IsUn DEM male hit-7RANS-3suai
'I know the man who he hit.'

I have not yet determined what other grammatical relations may be relativized. But all examples given
here were easily elicited, and I have not been able to elicit, nor have I found in texts, any comparable
examples of relativized genitives or obliques. The only functionally equivalent structures I have found
use other general subordinating patterns.

Two variations on this construction must be mentioned though they perhaps cloud the picture. First,
a determiner may optionally, and apparently freely intervene between the head and the restricting
clause. Thus example 68 has the same meaning as 67:

(68) ?awv xci-tsan kwsa swayqa? kwsa t' im'-at-as.
ASP know-TUNS ISUa DEM male DEM hit-TRANS-2sua
'I know the man who he hit.'

The second variation is that a transitive restricting clause without adjuncts may precede the head.
Example 69, thus, has the same meaning as 56, but 70, with an oblique adjunct followng the resticting
clause is unacceptable. Example 71 is the same as 42 but the order of the intransitive restricting clause
and the head is reversed:

(69) ?ad ;i-tvsan kwsa t'6m'-a-sa (kwsa) sway'qa?.
AsP know-mNS lsUBJ DEM hit-TANS-2oJ DEM male
'I know the man who hit you.'

(70) *?aw' 3;i-t.san kwsa t'm'-a-sa ?a kwsa sijenat swayqa?.
ASP know-TRANS ISUa DEM hit-RANS-t2ow OBL DEM rock male

(71) *k'an-nax" san kwsa k'ik'avd (k'sa) swayqa?.
see-TRANsvISUBJ DEM escaping DEM male

This variation looks like the complex predicate attributive construction, but in all non-attributive
instances of complex predicates it is the second of the pair that takes the transitive and object
inflection.

2.5. Headless relatives. Headless relative clauses have been reported for the Cowichan dialect of
Halkomelem by Hukari (1980) and for the Lummi dialect of North Straits by Jelinek (1987). In
Hukari's analysis the headless relative clauses occur as predicative adjuncts similar to the adjuncts in
the Saanich examples 72 and 73:

(72) k'"an-naxW.san [kusa k'ik'aw'].
see-TRANsvIsUi DEM escaping
'I saw the one who was getting away.'

(73) ?avd ii-tvsan [ksa t'6m'-a-saj.
AsP know-mANs 1sUJ DEM hit-mANs-2oaJ
'I know the one who hit you.'
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In English relative clauses usually have an overt head, and thus English uses the semantically empty
pronoun 'one' in such constructions. Headless translations of 72 and 73 are also possible (though not
semantically identical to the headed English translations): I saw who was getting away and I know who
hit you. Gerdts' (1982:61) dispute of Hukari's claim is primarily terminological. Gerdts (and others
including Keenan (1985)) identifies 'headless' relative clauses with 'internal head' relative clauses. It is
useful to distinguish two types of 'headless' relatives: those with an overt head internal to the
restricting clause and those with no overt head at all. Mallinson and Blake (1981) refer to these as
'internal head relatives' and 'free relatives', respectively. The headless relative clauses in Cowichan,
Lummi, and Saanich are free relatives. Internal head relatives are apparently not possible (71 would
be an example).

Jelinek (1987), noting that all nonparticles are predicative in Lummi, makes the connection between
forms such as the Saanich 74 and 75.

(74) sway'qa? 'It's a man.'

(75) kan-nax".san k"sa swa'qa?. 'I know the man.'

There is no reason to analyze swafyqa? in 75 any differently than A'iaw' in 72. Therefore 75
contains a free relative: I know the one who is a matt. The head, according to Jelinek, is incorporated
in the determiner. I can confirm this analysis for Saanich with the following example from a
monolingual Saanich speaker born in the 1880's and tape recorded by a speaker of Saanich (a native
Cowichan speaker) in 1971.

(76) ?aw' na?t*a? c'a [0a q'"aq'a?-t-as kwsa na-men
ASP be only one person EVID DEM including-'mANs-3sUBi DEM 1Pos-father

la? ?i? tsa s-q'"ala?-s].
PAST CONJ DEM s-include (pl.)-3Pos
'My father and his companions included only one woman.'"

This is an intransitive sentence with the bracketed free relative functioning as subject. A more literal
translation might be 'the woman who my father and his companions included was the only one.' Note
that the word sleni? 'woman' appears nowhere in the Saanich sentence. This direct object head is
entirely missing. The only indication of its existence is in the contrastive feminine form of the initial
demonstrative Oa. Here the head is clearly incorporated in the determiner.

3. Conclusion: Saanich compared with other Salishan languages. Among Salishan attributive
constructions described thus far, Saanich is most similar to the Cowichan dialect of Halkomelem as
described by Hukari (1977). The Cowichan structure is virtually identical, but for lexical differences, to
Saanich. It has a third person transitive subject marker that is gapped in transitive, subject-headed
relative clauses, and it has a set of special subordinate subject suffixes which are used in object-headed
relative clauses. Hukari does not give examples of other attributing constructions or of other
subordinating constructions as evidence of the uniqueness of the Cowichan attributive clauses. Saanich
may differ from Cowichan in allowing a determiner to occur between the head and the restricting
clause and in allowing a transitive restricting clause to precede the head.

"This is the translation given by a native speaker of Saanich. The context of this sentence makes it clear
that what it means is 'the newdancer initiation ritual was so rigorous in my father's generation that only
one woman was strong enough to be admitted.'
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Lushootseed differs from Saanich in two important ways. One way, discussed above, is that

Lushootseed lacks a third person transitive subject marker; non-possessive and non-hypothetical third
person subjects and objects are all zero. Therefore there can be no evidence from gapping for the
dependence of the attributing clause in Lushootseed.

The other difference between Lushootseed and Saanich is that the cognate set of special
subordinate subject suffixes (64) are used exclusively in hypotheticals (subjunctives) in Lushootseed
(Hess and Hilbert 1980:38). In Saanich these are hypothetical only when preceded by the subordinatorVP (see example 46). Lushootseed has no structures like 65-67 that would show the dependence of
the attributive clause when the head is the direct object. In functionally equivalent constructions the
attributing clause has a full main clause subject (Hukari 1977:52). With no evidence to the contrary we
must conclude, as Hess and Hilbert (1980) claim, Lushootseed has no relative clause construction per
se.

The situation is similar in Thompson River Salish; it has no unique relative clause construction.
Thompson and Thompson (to appear) list several structures that can be functionally equivalent to
relative clauses, but these "subordinating devices are also used for various other purposes."
And Davis and Saunders (1987) also demonstrate, based on the non-uniqueness of attributing
constructions, that Bella Coola has no relative clause.

The diversity of the three Salishan languages lacking relative clauses (Lushootseed is Central Coast,
Thompson is Northern Interior, and Bella Coola forms a branch on its own) suggests that the relative
clauses in Cowichan and Saanich are a recent development. These two languages have been in
intimate contact for many generations. In fact today there are more Cowichan speakers on the Saanich
reserves than there are Saanich speakers. Intermarriage is common, and all Saanich speakers can at
least understand some Cowichan. There is a great deal of phonological and lexical diffusion between
the two especially from Cowichan to Saanich. It is reasonable to conclude that the development of
relative clauses in both Saanich and Cowichan is due to diffusion. It would be interesting to find out
whether relative clauses exist in Klallam. Klallam is very closely related to Saanich, forming with it and
the other dialects of North Straits the Straits subgroup of Central Coast Salish. Although it is
genetically close to Saanich, Klallam has had very little contact with Cowichan; there is no known
lexical or phonological diffusion between the two. If Klallam also has relative clauses, we can conclude
that the direction of diffusion is from Saanich to Cowichan.
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